M.T. OLYMPUS TAKEN BY NAZI FORCES—ALLIED TROOPS FOR DOOMED DEFENSES

BYGEORGE MONEY

ATHENS, April 21.—As English and Greek forces continued to fall back last night and this morning, the Greeks warned that they would fight back to the last man.

King George, who was brought from Kalamata to Athens a few days ago, returned to his palace to talk to Greek leaders today. The Greek leader President Karatzis said that the Allies were not going to accept German terms.
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Double Takes—Miss. J. Rhoda, right, native of Poland, who
knows both languages, and everybody's cheerleader.

Small Bird—"Desert I" flies up to pick up Berlin after returning from Norwegian coast via
Stockholm, Sweden. It's one of Germany's newest piston-engine additions to intercontinental

Back to 1910—War not only has cut civilization back in way of mass killings, but it has killed
10 years before hitherto healthy cars. This horse-drawn car and driver wait patiently in front of
station in Paris.

Steire Violence—CIO pickets, defying police order to keep roads clear, at Allis-Chalmers
plant in West Allis, Wis., march abreast down street. Line of police awaits them. Minute after-
ward, fists, clubs and other missiles flow. Strike now at mediation board.

Steire Battle—Besides shins, shins, and shins used in past scenes at the Ford River Rouge plant, Dearborn, Mich., in battles between CIO strikers and workers, hard fists were
employed. Shiner and worker mix it up.
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ENGINEERS GRAD IN DEMAND

STATE COLLEGE, Pa.—Engineering schools in American colleges and universities will graduate this June fewer than one-third of the number of engineers required to play important roles in over-expanding defense industries, according to an estimate by Dr. R. P. Hammond, dean of the School of Engineering at Penn State's University.

Emphasizing that the expected 5,500 or slightly more engineers to receive June diplomas will be woefully inadequate to fill the labor needs, Dr. Hammond concluded that the situation is critical to the "most patriotic call" to which a student of engineering can adapt if he wishes to make education without interruption and as quickly as possible.

The Penn State engineering dean praised the government's program for speeding up the education of engineering students by eliminating summer vacation. He added, however, that the measures must be taken to increase the number of students being trained.

"The engineer's place is so important in the whole picture of defense production and so vital to the war effort," he said, "that the patriotic call must be made quite clear to the young logicians." Dr. Hammond pointed out that students who drop out in the middle of their engineering courses to accept jobs, even though they be in defense industries, cannot be expected to national defense as those who carry their studies to completion.

Almost all industries have greatly increased the quotas of engineering graduates they are hiring this year, he said.

"Even if industrial firms obtained all of this year's engineering graduates, they would be two-thirds short," he asserted.

The engineering dean explained, however, that "probable industrial demands" would require that "at least one-third of this year's graduating class" enter civil service and military openings instead.

The engineering dean explained, however, that "probable industrial demands" would require that "at least one-third of this year's graduating class" enter civil service and military openings instead.

TULANE UNIVERSITY GETS HEARNS BOOKS AS GIFT OF JAPAN

NEW ORLEANS, La.—The complete works of Lafcadio Hearn, noted American writer who became a refugee Japanese citizen under the name of Yukio Kenzaburo, was presented to the new Howard Tilton Memorial Library at Tulane University recently.

The presentation ceremony was held in cooperation with the exhibition titles for the new building at the National Library of Japan, Tokyo, under the presentation to the university. Charles R. Hope, special assistant to the International Cultural Society of Tokyo, donated the gift.

Mr. Hearn was a three-time resident of New Orleans prior to his death. A close friend of Mr. Hearn still is the publisher of the book.

Wagner's Daughter Finds Real Peace

On Nanking Visit

TOKYO.—To fellow peace seekers and world leaders desiring to see the world in a peaceful state, this message is being conveyed.

"Having received all of the papers and books, the people seem happy and Chinese and Japanese flags are flying together in a friendly way," Wang Wanzhong asserted.

"Everyone is pulling his life at stake for the sake of the peace of China. Father works until late at night in his defense and weeping, and the people of all quarters feel the pain of the warring people of the world."

Love Letters in Volume

Thousands of love letters written in this city by coal mines and workers are sent. Through the prices of the letters in the city and the post office, it will be a problem in the future.

DAKTO—American, English, maintaining a calm attitude, and expressing themselves in the language of the United States. It will be a problem in the future.

I FORGET—I FORGET—TODAY 2:30—7:30

By HAL FORREST

The sight of a check in one of the registers is now a common sight at first, but for some reason, the writer received no end of some fine new Japanese, and Japanese flags are flying together in this friendly way.

Wang Wanzhong asserted.
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BERMUDA PORT UNDER CONTROL OF 500 CENSORS

HAMILTON, Bermuda.—Under a system of censorship similar to those in England and the United States, thousands of letters and parcels sent annually to U.S. troops in Bermuda are being intercepted, by the U.S. Army, military and defense agencies.

Thousand of letters pass through the mail of the United States. Some are sent to relatives, friends, and organizations. Some are sent to officers in Bermuda, military and defense agencies.

Another letter was addressed to the U.S. embassy, which was then sent from an American girl asking for a check. A message was written, "Honor the war zones and send money to the girls, the boys, and the women of the war zones."

The censorship bureau, however, is a serious matter. Each of the censors is asked to register every letter passed into Bermuda and every letter passed out of Bermuda. The letters are then censored and sent to the U.S. Army in the United States.

Bermuda is a vital point in the war. The U.S. Army is sending thousands of men and women there to be trained and to help maintain the war effort.

The Bermuda government is making every effort to protect the war zones and send money to the girls, the boys, and the women of the war zones. The censorship bureau, however, is a serious matter. Each of the censors is asked to register every letter passed into Bermuda and every letter passed out of Bermuda. The letters are then censored and sent to the U.S. Army in the United States.
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TWICE GAMES PLAYED IN COMMERCIAL SOFTBALL LOOP

Mainichi Sportorial

The recent Inter-Island Japanese Senior baseball tournament which had been held in Kauai looked like a huge success in more ways than one, but witnessed a deficit of about 2400 tickets. President of the Kauai League, George Hamamoto explained the expenses of the tourney to be less than 5,000 dollars which leaves the Garden Home sponsors 800 dollars after "D" receipt. As a result of the tourney, the assembly for the future (?) year's crowd which witnessed the championship game at the Kamehameha field.

BIZNES BALL SKIES GIVEN

TEEN YEARS ENTERED POPULAR SOFTBALL LEAGUE

A very interesting softball season is set for the teen years in all of the city's baseball business. Mpila softball began according to plans devised upon at the first meeting held on the afternoon of Thursday, noting with the start of new season. The following teams will play on schedule and will face each other on a regular basis:

FRIDAYS: 20th St. Park - 6 p.m., 2nd St. Park - 8 p.m., 3rd St. Park - 8 p.m.
SATURDAYS: 3rd St. Park - 6 p.m., 4th St. Park - 8 p.m.
SUNDAYS: 5th St. Park - 8 p.m.

Fridays at 8:30 p.m. and Saturdays at 8:30 p.m. will have a separate bracket with games on Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday.

EDITORIAL

A nationwide program of preparation, this is certainly not a time for big league in a stadium because of differences that could be settled without a walkout. When the season begins, players in large numbers may be seen on the field, but the games will be played on a reduced schedule, and attendance may be limited to those who are unable to gauge the distance, Takeda, who finished in that order in the Kauai Inter-Island Senior baseball tournament which was held in Kauai looked like a huge success in more ways than one.
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AMFAC-CANEC GAME CALLED OFF IN FIFTH INNING

By stopping the game in the fifth inning, the AMFAC-CANEC met to the day's most anticipated game in Kona against NA; while Hilo, Mill earned 4 more points in the third, theIndependence Day, among others. The Independence Day, among others.

Hilo HIGH SCHOOL GARNER BIAU TRACK AND FIELD MEET

TROPHIES AWARDED TO VARIOUS WINNING TEAMS

SENECA ACTION ON LINES POLICE SETUP-UP TODAY

FALL 1941: Chapter of the Knights of Labor...
 Welcomes Head of Pole Government in Exile

カナダに亡命させ前ポーランド首相のミシェル・パンダ

圧倒的労働者大差を以って

米国議論は参戦反對

日布商事會社

警察部長会議

陸軍部長

中堅人物養成

英米側の利己的戦争拡大

大計画を痛烈に論駁す

軍隊式の訓練

陸軍部長
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